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Air Traffic Control Station
Simulation	Environment:
Multi	Aircraft	Control	Station	(MACS)
• The	Multi	Aircraft	Control	Station	
(MACS)	developed	by	the	Airspace	
Operations	Laboratory	(AOL)	at	NASA	
Ames	Research	Center
• Provides	emulation	of	ground- and	
air- side	Air	Traffic	Control	(ATC)	
operations
– Air	Traffic	Controller	work	stations
– Simulated	traffic	generator
– Psuedo pilot	work	stations
– IFR	and	VFR	simulated	traffic
– Traffic	scenarios	in	Oakland	Center	
and	Santa	Rosa	tower	airspace	(ZOA	
40/41)	based	on	current	day	traffic	
patterns
Pseudo Pilot Station
